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Modplan appoints Ian Lewis as Sales Manager

Leading VEKA trade fabricator Modplan has
just appointed Ian Lewis as its new Sales
Manager. Heidi Sachs, Modplan’s Managing
Director, said: “We are delighted that Ian
has joined us. He’s got a wealth of
experience and a strong track record in the
industry.”
Ian commented: “I’m delighted to have joined Modplan because it has a great reputation
in the industry for delivering what installers need. This is a great opportunity to work
with a company whose product range is second to none and customer service adds
further value.”
Ian’s previous appointments include Regional Operations Manager at National Plastics,
formerly part of the Burles Group of companies which Modplan is still a part, which
means he is already familiar with the ethos of the Newport-based trade fabricator. As
Sales Manager, Ian has been tasked with delivering Modplan’s continuing sales growth
while supporting existing customers. He said: “One of the things Modplan is best known
for is its partnership approach and I look forward to speaking to all customers over the
following weeks to introduce myself and find out more about their businesses.”
With an extensive track record in the industry, Ian will no doubt prove to be an excellent
addition to the Modplan management team, adding further strength to an already strong
structure.
Modplan manufactures and provides a comprehensive range of products that includes
VEKA Matrix 58, 70 and 70FS, vertical sliders, PVC-u patio and bifold doors and
conservatories, the Vertex Open Canopy, the Vertex polycarbonate, glass or tile effect
roofing system, the Wendland roofing system and the newly added Ultrasky, Livin room
and LEKA Warm Roof. The company has six factories, including an in-house paint plant,

covering 125,000 sq ft in Abercarn near Newport from which all products are
manufactured. For more information on any of the Modplan’s products and support,
simply Ask the Man from Modplan.
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